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N6-methyladenosine (m6A) is the most prevalent internal modification present in mRNAs of all higher eukaryotes.
With the development of MeRIP-seq technique, in-depth identification of mRNAs with m6A modification becomes
feasible. Here we present a transcriptome-wide m6A modification profiling effort for rice transcriptomes of
differentiated callus and leaf, which yields 8,138 and 14,253 m6A-modified genes, respectively. The m6A peak (m6A-
modified nucleotide position on mRNAs) distribution exhibits preference toward both translation termination and
initiation sites. The m6A peak enrichment is negatively correlated with gene expression and weakly positively correlated
with certain gene features, such as exon length and number. By comparing m6A-modified genes between the 2
samples, we define 1,792 and 6,508 tissue-specific m6A-modified genes (TSMGs) in callus and leaf, respectively. Among
which, 626 and 5,509 TSMGs are actively expressed in both tissues but are selectively m6A-modified (SMGs) only in one
of the 2 tissues. Further analyses reveal characteristics of SMGs: (1) Most SMGs are differentially expressed between
callus and leaf. (2) Two conserved RNA-binding motifs, predicted to be recognized by PUM and RNP4F, are significantly
over-represented in SMGs. (3) GO enrichment analysis shows that SMGs in callus mainly participate in transcription
regulator/factor activity whereas SMGs in leaf are mainly involved in plastid and thylakoid. Our results suggest the
presence of tissue-specific competitors involved in SMGs. These findings provide a resource for plant RNA
epitranscriptomic studies and further enlarge our knowledge on the function of RNA m6A modification.

Introduction

RNA methylation, especially N6-methyladenosine (m6A), is a
major internal (exclude mRNA capping) modification of eukary-
otic mRNAs. N6-methyladenosine was first discovered in bacteria
DNA in 1955,1 and DNA methyltransferase took part in restric-
tion-modification system to protect genome DNA from degrada-
tion when infected by viruses.2 Since 1958, m6A was discovered in
viral RNAs,3 and in various other eukaryotic species including
mammals,4 insects,5 and plants, such as maize,6 wheat,7 and oat,8

and Arabidopsis.9 A 3-component complex of RNA:m6A methyl-
transferase catalyzes m6A modification, and this complex has not

been completely discovered except for MT-A70.10 Recently,
another 2 proteins (WTAP/FIP37 and KIAA1429) have been con-
firmed of their functions related to m6A methylation.9,11 The
RNA: m6A methyltransferase binds to specific mRNA sequences
with a consensus motif RRACH (where R D purine, and H D A,
C, or U).12 Induced deficiency or disruption of the methyltransfer-
ase is detrimental and leads to apoptosis in human,13 embryonic
developmental arrest in Arabidopsis or defect of gametogenesis in
yeast and Drosophila.14,15 Similar to DNA and histone methyla-
tions, m6A modification is also a dynamic, reversible process.
Recent studies have demonstrated that FTO (fat mass and obesity-
associated), a major regulator of metabolism and energy utilization,
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demethylates RNA m6A modification.16 ALKBH5, another mem-
ber of the Fe(II)-and oxoglutarate-dependent AlkB oxygenase fam-
ily, is also able to deprive the methyl group of m6A. ALKBH5 plays
important roles in many biological processes, ranging from devel-
opment and metabolism to fertility.17,18 The existence of
RNA m6A in diverse lineages and the complex biological functions
of the (de-)/methyltransferases indicate that m6A is an important
post-transcriptional modification, playing profound roles in post-
transcriptional epigenetic regulations.

Understanding the functional role of RNA m6A modification
requires knowledge of its distribution at transcriptomic level.
MeRIP-seq (methylated RNA immunoprecipitation followed by
sequencing) or m6A-seq,13,19 which combines mRNA-seq and
immunoprecipitation technologies, has emerged as the gold stan-
dard for studying transcriptome-wide RNA modification. Two
corresponding studies have led to exploration of mammalian
m6A profiles and both studies have showed that m6A peaks tend
to be enriched in 30UTRs and near the stop codon. The non-ran-
dom distribution of m6A modification along mRNAs implicates
that it may involve in posttranscriptional transcript processing
including splicing, transport, degradation, and translational regu-
lation. Recent studies on mRNA methylation in yeast meiosis
also illustrated the regulatory roles m6A.20 Another study of m6A
in mESC showed that m6A methylation accelerated transcript
decay and affected stem cell maintenance and differentiation.21

In all, RNA decorations by m6A have a fundamental role in epi-
genetic regulation that remains a virgin land.

Many m6A-related studies have been carried out in mammals,
stem cells, and yeast, but there are very few studies on m6A profiling
in plant transcriptomes. Silin Zhong et al. have reported that Arabi-
dopsis has m6A modification at a level similar to some previous
reports for animal cells, and the group has also found that inactiva-
tion of MTA genes results in failure of embryo development.9,22

But so far, m6A modification in rice has yet to be exploited. In this
study, we simultaneously sample seed-induced differentiation callus
and adult leaf with 6 tillers of rice usingm6A-seq and acquire the first
set of m6A modified mRNA profiles in rice. We compare the pat-
terns of m6A distribution within plant tissues and between plants
and animals, and investigate tissue-specificity and selectivity of the
methylated genes and their functional implications.

Results

Transcriptome-wide detection of m6A modification in rice
callus and leaf

Using the Illumina Hiseq-2000, we acquired 23,400,472 and
47,824,653 reads from callus and leaf, respectively. After end-
trimming and quality filtering, 45,165,158 high-quality reads
(63.4% of the total reads), were mapped to the reference genome
of japonica (MSU 7.0). Among the mapped reads, 87.4% were
uniquely mapped to genome and 12.6% were mapped to junc-
tion sequences (Table 1).

We also sequenced 2 control samples simultaneously in order to
improve m6A peak identification; the effort yielded 17,364,975 and
38,827,070 reads for callus and leaf, respectively, and after

processing, the information of 20,329 and 17,552 genes were col-
lected (RPKM� 1). The m6Amodification sites (actually identified
as m6A peaks) were identified based on comparison of reads distri-
bution between the IP and control samples using MeRIP-PF soft-
ware package.23 We detected 17,614 and 39,390 m6A enriched
peaks (Fisher’s exact test, P � 0.05) in the 2 samples, representing
7,977 (callus) and 12,693 (leaf) expressed genes, with an average of
2.2 and 3.1 peaks per mRNA in callus and leaf samples, respectively.
The methylation ratio was defined as percentage, i.e., the number of
methylated genes divided by that of the total expressed genes, which
are 39.24% and 72.32% in the 2 samples (Table 1).

Distribution of m6A peaks over mRNAs and chromosomes
We investigated the m6A peak distribution according to gene

annotations in MSU database,24 and found that the majority
(around 90%) of m6A peaks were within genic regions. Among
them, more than 70% genic peaks were localized near CDSs and
30 untranslated regions (30UTRs), whereas »20% were found in
intronic regions and 50 untranslated regions (50UTRs) (Fig. 1A).
Further analysis on relative positions of m6A peaks along mRNAs
revealed the summit of m6A peaks were near stop codons or posi-
tions close to the beginning of 30UTRs. We also downloaded the
datasets (GSM854223 and GSM854224) published in 2012 and
identified m6A peaks using the same pipeline, and found that
the m6A distribution along mRNAs in rice was similar to the
reported distributions of mammals.19 More interestingly, there
was another minor summit of m6A peaks at positions near
the start codon of CDSs both in callus and leaf, which was signif-
icantly higher than was what found in mouse brain (Fig. 1B) and
further confirmed by magnified m6A peak distribution in the
regions around CDS start and end (Fig. S1). The specific distri-
bution may be related to different gene organizations between
mammals and plants,25 and suggested different m6A regulatory
mechanisms in plants and animals.

We also investigated the whole genome density of m6Amodifica-
tion peaks and found a ‘2-terminal hot’ distribution of m6A peaks
across chromosomes (Fig. 1C). Specifically, m6A peaks were prefer-
entially distributed at the telomeric ends and became sparsely scat-
tered toward centromeres. High density of m6A modification and
expressed genes in telomeric regions were observed from the whole
genome distribution, which was opposite from the density distribu-
tion of TE genes. Both callus and leaf tissues showed very similar fea-
tures as described, but obviously, the leaf tissue appeared possessing
more peaks than callus. The modification profiles as well as TE den-
sity were different among chromosomes. By comparing the charac-
teristics of m6A peak distribution among chromosomes (Fig. S2),
we found that chromosomes 11 and 12 had less intensemodification
in both samples whereas chromosomes 2 and 3 showed highermodi-
fication levels in average. This whole genome distribution suggested
that m6Amodification may be closely related to chromatin state and
conformation.

Correlation of m6A modification with gene features
and transcription levels

The numbers of m6A modified sites were varied widely among
individual genes. There were 49.9% and 25.8% of the methylated
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mRNAs containing a singlem6A peak in callus and leaf, respectively,
and the percentages varied, 29.3% and 29.8% of the methylated
mRNAs, when 2 m6A peaks per mRNAs were looked into. For 3
and 4 m6A peaks, the percentages further reduced to 11.2% and
9.6% in callus and 21.9% and 22.5% in leaf, respectively (Fig. 2A).
We made 2 observations here. First, some of the peaks are clustered,
which is consistent with those reported in human and mouse.13,19

Second, the difference is the ratio of single over multiple peaks or
the overall trend of the clustered peaks; fraction of the peaks in dif-
ferent clustering schemes remains similar (20% to 30% in all cluster-
ing schemes) in leaf but variable (single peak is much more than 2-
peak and 3-peak clusters) in callus. We presumed that this unequal
distribution might be associated with gene structure characteristics.
The correlation of m6A enrichment to some gene-centric length
parameters, including CDS, 50UTR, 30UTR, intron, gene and
mRNA, as well as exon number were computed for each sample.
The m6A enrichment was slightly and positively correlated with
exon number and the length of introns and genes (Fig. 2B). We fur-
ther correlated modification and expression levels, and Pearson cor-
relation analysis showed that there were negative correlations
between the 2 levels (Fig. 2C–D).

Commonly and selectively methylated genes in callus
and leaf

Comparing the methylated genes between the 2 samples, we
discovered that 6,185 (76% and 43%) genes were methylated
both in leaf and callus; 1,792 and 6,508 genes were tissue specific
methylated genes (TSMG) in callus and leaf, respectively. Fur-
ther investigation revealed 626 (35% out of 1,792 callus-specific
methylate genes) and 5,509 (84.6% out of 6,508 leaf-specific
methylated genes) TSMGs expressed in both leaf and callus, but
selectively methylated (SMG) in either callus or leaf. Such as
LOC_Os07g12510.1 and LOC_Os09g10760.1 (Fig. 3A), each
is a selectively methylated gene in callus or leaf. Obviously, selec-
tively methylated genes (SMG) were only modified in certain tis-
sues. By statistical test analysis, we found 439 (70%) and 3,968
(72%) SMGs in callus and in leaf were significantly differentially
expressed between the 2 tissues (P � 0.001, jFCj�2).

To predict potential functional processes of m6A modified genes
involved, Gene Ontology enrichment analysis of these commonly
and selectively methylated genes were performed by using agriGO.26

We found the commonly methylated genes were mainly involved in
RNA binding (GO: 0003723, FDR D 4.30e-16), gene expression

(GO: 0010467, FDRD 3.4e-20), and other diverse functional clas-
ses (Fig. 3B). The SMGs in callus were mainly involved in transcrip-
tion factor activity (GO: 0003700, FDR D 1.50e-9), transcription
regulator activity (GO: 0030528, FDR D 1.50e-9), nucleic acid
binding (GO: 0003676, FDR D 8.00e-4), nitrogen metabolism
(GO: 0006807, FDR D 0.004), etc. However, the SMGs in leaf
were mainly enriched in intracellular part (GO: 0044424, FDR D
5.00e-28), plastid (GO: 0009536, FDRD 7.10e-33) and thylakoid
(GO: 0009579, FDR D 3.80e-06) which are necessary for photo-
synthesis. Collectively, these data demonstrated that m6A -contain-
ing RNAs were involved in a variety of biological pathways relevant
to tissue development or cellular signaling, and the SMGs were sig-
nificantly differentially expressed between the 2 tissues and involved
in different functional categories.

Conserved RNA-binding motif for RBPs in selectively
methylated genes (SMGs)

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) regulate numerous aspects of
co- and post-transcriptional gene expression, including RNA
splicing, polyadenylation, capping, modification, export, loca-
tion, translation and turnover.27 It remains unclear whether
some RBPs play roles as ‘selectors’ or ‘competitors’ in post-
transcriptional m6A modification and whether the SMGs are the
products of competition between RBPs and m6A methyltransfer-
ase. We investigated the conserved motifs around the m6A peaks
for all the SMGs in callus and leaf by combination of de novo
motif prediction and comparison to known motifs of RBPs. The
conserved motif -UGUAMM (UGUA[AC][AC]), which was
similar to PUM-binding motif (P D 3.05e-5, E-value D 7.44e-
3), was significantly over-represented (E-value D 8.6e-012) in
SMGs of leaf (Table 2). Another conserved motif RAGRAG,
which was similar to RNA-binding motifs of RNP4F (P-value D
0.0007) and TRA2 (P-value D 0.001), were found significantly
(E-value D 2.8e-075) enriched in SMGs of callus. Since the 2
motifs present within m6A peak regions, there may be competi-
tion between the RBPs and the RNA m6A methyltransferase. We
further surveyed the expression of PUM families and found that
6 members of pumilio-family RNA-binding proteins were all
down-regulated or nearly non-expressed in leaf tissue when com-
pared to those in callus (Fig. S3). The low expression of PUMs
in leaf provides m6A methyltransferase access to potential modifi-
cation sites, while the expressed PUMs may compete with m6A
RNA methyltransferase in callus, which typically binds to subsets

Table 1. Summary of sequence data and read alignment statistics

Samples
ID

Raw
reads

Clean
readsa

Reads
Uniquely
mapped to
genome

Reads
uniquely
mapped to
junction

Total
reads

uniquely
mapped (%)

m6A
peaks/m6A
modified
genes

Expressed
gene #b

m6A-IPc (m6A-seq) Callus 23,400,472 23,284,249 13,424,301 1,766,841 15,191,142 (65.2%) 17,295/7,977 /
Leaf 47,824,653 47,548,747 26,056,416 3,917,600 29,974,016 (63.0%) 37,295/12,695 /

CTd (RNA-seq) Callus 17,364,975 17,220,636 9,554,651 1,769,941 11,324,592 (65.8% / 20,329
Leaf 38,827,070 38,569,379 20,039,364 3,673,561 23,712,925 (61.5%) / 17,552

Note: aclean reads indicate reads after filtering adaptors and low quality, and random sampling; bGenes with RPKM > 1; cIP, immunoprecipitation;
dCT, Control
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of mRNAs that were functionally related. The conserved RNA-
binding motif and differentially expression of these RBPs may be
responsible for those SMGs.

Discussions

In this study, we gener-
ated the first transcrip-
tome-wide RNA m6A
modification profiles using
m6A-seq technology. As
expected, the modification
profiles were different
between the 2 tissues.
However, similar distribu-
tion characteristics along
mRNA and chromosome
were observed. The modi-
fied peaks along mRNAs
were mainly distributed
around the translation ini-
tiation site and translation
termination site which
presenting a ‘bimodal’ dis-
tribution. The non-

random distribution is significantly different from that in mam-
mals, and the distribution characteristic suggested the post-
transcriptional RNA m6A modification may play regulation roles

Figure 1. Distribution of
m6A modification peaks
along mRNA and chromo-
some (A) Transcriptome-
wide distribution of m6A
peaks. Bar graph shows the
fraction of m6A peaks in
each of the 5 non-overlap-
ping transcript segments.
(B) Distribution of m6A
peaks across the length of
mRNAs. 50UTRs, CDS, and
30UTRs of rice mRNAs are
individually binned into
regions spanning 1% of
their total length, and the
percentage of m6A peaks
that fall within each bin is
determined. (C)Distribution
of m6A peaks along chro-
mosomes of callus and leaf
tissues. From top to bottom,
3 horizontal bars represent
chromosomes, where the
m6A peak density in callus,
leaf, TE gene and expressed
gene (taking callus as sam-
ples) in 500-kb windows are
displayed with scales as
indicated. Diamonds in dif-
ferent colors (light blue-
>green-> brown->purple)
represent numbers of peaks
or genes ascending.
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on translation. In addition, high den-
sity of m6A modification in telomeric
regions were observed from the whole
genome distribution, which was oppo-
site from the density distribution of
TE genes. The negative correlation
between m6A enrichment and tran-
script activities further suggests that
chromatin conformation may influ-
ence m6A modification. However,
much work is needed to detail the real
impact of m6A on translation regula-
tion and of chromatin conformation
on m6A modification.

The tempospatial methylomes of
callus and leaf revealed many com-
monly methylated genes and quite a
few of tissue-specific methylated genes
(TSMGs). Some of the TSMGs are
due to tissue-specific expression man-
ner. However, a fraction of TSMGs
(35% in callus and 84% in leaf) were
expressed in both tissues, and we called
these genes as selectively methylated
genes (SMGs). It is still unknown how
tissue-specific and selective m6A meth-
ylation is achieved. Our hypothesis is
that there may be one or more of RNA
binding proteins as ‘Selectors’ or
‘Competitors’ to compete genes as
SMGs. By predicting the conserved
sequence motif in these SMGs, we
found 2 conserved motifs that over-
represented in callus and leaf SMGs,
respectively. When compared to the
known RNA-binding motifs, they
were significantly similar to RNP4F
and PUF binding motifs, respectively.
Especially important, the significant
difference of the expression of all
PUFs members between callus and leaf
further supports the idea that they are
potential ‘competitors’ for SMGs. It
still needs more experimental evidence
to prove whether the RNA-binding
proteins compete with methyltransfer-
ases in vivo.

The dynamic m6A modification is achieved by the ‘Writers’ and
the ‘Easers’. The ‘Writers’, the methyltransferase complex, include
METTL3/14 in mammals10,28 or MTA in plants to catalyze the
methylation reaction,9 and other crucial components such as
WTAP in human29 and FIP37 in Arabidopsis,9 and KIAA142911

which enhance methylation activity.30 Based on published data, a
consensus motif sequences ‘RRACH’ is over-represent in m6A
motif regions. However, in our current data, another different
motif sequence (data not shown) is enriched both by MEME and

HOMER software. We are uncertain of if the consensus sequence
of the methylation in plants were different from mammals, more
methylome data of plant were need to confirm this hypothesis.
FTO and alkbh5, 2 m6A demethyltransferases in mammalian cells,
have been reported recently as the ‘Easers’, which de-methylate
m6A modification in vitro. In this reversible reaction, some m6A
specific ‘Readers’ are needed to assist recognition of potential m6A
sites. The YTHDF protein families have been reported to selec-
tively recognize m6A and regulate mRNA degradation.31 Here,
based on our observation, we proposed that some RNA-binding

Figure 2. Characteristics and distribution of m6A modification peaks among rice genes (A) Per-
centage of m6A methylated genes with different m6A peak number. (B) Correlations between m6A
enrichment value and the length of CDS, 50UTR, 30UTR, intron, gene, and mRNA, as well as exon number.
The color bars represent the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) values. (C–D) Correlations between
m6A peak enrichment and mRNA abundance. Peak enrichment value (the ratio of MeRIP sample reads
to non-IP sample reads within the area of peaks, each normalized to the number of reads within the
sample) relative to transcript abundance measured by RPKM (reads per kilo base per million mapped
reads) values in the control are also plotted.
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proteins (e.g. PUMs) may act as ‘Competitors’, competing with
methyltrasferaese, and determine to whether to methylate certain
mRNA sites in a tissue-specific manner.

In summary, tremen-
dous strides have recently
been made toward clarify-
ing key questions related
to m6A biology. However,
for the first time, we pro-
filed the m6A methylomes
in rice callus and leaf, and
compared the distribution
characteristics between
rice and mouse. More
importantly, we proposed
a ‘Competitor’ concept
that is responsible for
SMGs. Our epitranscrip-
tomic data provide a
foundation for under-
standing this critical RNA
modification on plants
and crops.

Materials and
Methods

Callus and 6-tillering
leaf sample preparation

The mature dehusked
caryopses of the rice vari-
ety Nipponbare (Oryza
sativa L. ssp. Japonica)
were used for callus induc-
tion experiment. The
dehusked caryopses were
disinfected in turn by
70% ethanol for 1–2
minutes and NaClo solu-
tion with 2.5% available
chlorine for 30–45
minutes. In the sterile
operation, the caryopses
were rinsed with sterile
water for 3–5 times, and
then cultured on MS basal
medium that was supple-
mented with 2 mg/L 2,4-
dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid (2,4-D), 30 g/L
maltose, 0.3 g/L casein
hydrolysate, and 3 g/L
agar. After incubation for
2 weeks in dark, the scu-
tella of callus were cut

from the caryopses and then subcultured for 2 generations. Half
of the compact and vigorous callus particles were collected and
stored at ¡80�C for use, and the other half were transferred to

Figure 3 Examples of selected methylated genes and GO enriched functional classes for SMGs (A) Two examples
of selectively methylated genes (SMGs). The peaks (gray vertical bars) of SMGs in callus (in the left panel;
LOC_Os07g12510.1) and leaf (the right panel; LOC_Os09g10760.1) and BPTM (base per 10 millions of reads) values for
the 2 genes are shown. (B) GO analysis of commonly methylated genes (CM) and selectively methylated genes in cal-
lus (CS) and leaf (LS). Diamonds in different colors represent GO term enrichment values, and gray color means the
term is not significantly enriched. *MB, membrane-bound.
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the regeneration medium [MS basal medium supplemented with
1 mg/L 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA), 3 mg/L 6-benzyl ade-
nine (6-BA), 0.5 mg/L thidiazuron (TDZ), 0.3 g/L casein
hydrolysate, 30 g/L maltose] at 30�C under fluorescent illumina-
tion of 110–130 mmol/m2/s PAR for shoot regeneration. After
14 days, the differentiated callus with green shots were collected
and stored at ¡80�C for the following RIP and RNA-seq experi-
ment. Leaf tissue at the stage of 6-tillering were also collected and
stored.

RNA preparation
Total RNAs of the differentiated callus and the leaf were

extracted by using the RNA-extraction-system with Trizol (Invi-
trogen). Enrichment of Polyadenylated RNAs (polyAC RNAs)
was performed with 2 rounds of Dynabeads mRNA purification
kit (Invitrogen). The enriched mRNAs were chemically frag-
mented into »100-nucleotide-long fragments by incubating at
94�C for 5 min in fragmentation buffer (Ambion). The fragmen-
tation reaction was stopped with 0.05 M EDTA, followed by
standard ethanol precipitation, and the fragmented product was
resuspended in H2O in a concentration of »1 mg ml¡1.

RNA M6A IP-seq library construction and sequencing
RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) was performed as described

previously.13 Fragmented RNA was incubated for 2 h at 4�C
with 5 mg of affinity purified anti-m6A polyclonal antibody
(Synaptic Systems) in IPP buffer. The mixture was then immu-
noprecipitated by incubation with protein-A beads (Repligen) at
4�C for an additional 2 h. After extensive washing, bound RNA
was eluted from the beads with 0.5 mg ml¡1 N6-methyladeno-
sine (Sigma-Aldrich) in IPP buffer, and precipitated in ethanol.
RNA was resuspended in H2O and used for RNA-seq library
generation with mRNA sequencing kit (Illumina). Both the con-
trol (or input) sample without immunoprecipitation and the
m6A IP samples were subjected to single-end sequencing on Illu-
mina HiSeq 2000.

Preprocessing sequencing reads
The adaptor sequence (ATCTCGTATGCCGTC) was first

removed from the raw reads with an in-house protocol. Low-

quality reads were also filtered according to the following 2 crite-
ria: (1) sequenced bases with quality lower than 20 were trimmed
from the 30-end and the reads were discarded if they are shorter
than 20bp; and (2) reads having more than 10% bases with low
quality scores (<25 ) were also filtered.

Reads alignment and gene expression analysis of control
samples

After preprocessing, high-quality reads were aligned to the rice
genome (MSU Rice Genome Annotation Project Release 7) and
junction data set constructed by connecting 2 95bp-sequences
truncated from the 30 end and 50 end of 2 randomly combined
exons in one gene. For genes with alternative splicing variants,
we collected all exons that belong to different transcripts to con-
struct a junction reference. The alignment was done by using the
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) at default settings.32 Only
those reads that uniquely mapped to the reference sequences and
had a Phred quality score �20 were adopted for gene expression
quantification and m6A modification peak identification.

Gene expression levels were measured as numbers of reads per
kilo bases of exon model in a gene per million uniquely mapped
reads (RPKM) and quantified using wapRNA.33 Genes with
RPKM � 1 were used for further analysis. Differentially
Expressed Genes (DEGs) between callus and leaf were identified
with an R package named ‘DEGseq’.34 Genes with P � 0.001
and normalized change fold �2 were regarded as DEGs.

Identification of m6A modification peaks
m6A modification peaks were identified by using MeRIP-PF,

which is an easy-to-use package and developed in our own lab
based on a method published previously.19 MeRIP-PF first splits
genome into end-to-end 25-bp windows and then defines an
m6A peak based on comparison of read counts between MeRIP
data and controls within a 25-bp window across the genome.
Results were tested with one-tailed Fisher’s exact test and Benja-
mini–Hochberg method,35 and both P-value and adjusted P-
value (FDR) for each window were calculated (FDR � 0.05).
Significantly differential and adjacent (no gaps present) windows
are concatenated into peak regions, and only those with appropri-
ate sizes (»200bp) were considered as reliable and real.

Table 2. Predicated conserved RNA-binding motifs in selectively methylated genes (SMGs)

Callus Leaf

Common methylated genes (peaks) 6,185 (11,927j19,215)
Selective methylated genes (peaks) 626(1,045) 5,509 (11,820)
Peaks for motif findinga 1,001 1,680 (ratio � 16)
De-novo conserved motif predictionb (by MEME) RAGRAG (E-value: 2.8e-075) (252 sites) UGUAMM (E-value:8.6e-012) (580 sites)
Compared to known RBP motifsc (by TOMTOM) (RAGRAG) (UGUAMM)
P-value 7.32e-04 3.05e-05
E-value 0.178 7.44e-03
q-value 0.271 0.014

Note: aThe m6A modification peaks located in intronic regions are filtered out both in callus and leaf, and we choose top 1,680 peaks in leaf depending on
the enrichment values; bThe predicted conserved motifs are showed in IUPAC type; cMotifs in the bottom panel are those we found using MEME, and the
top panel (RNCMPT00060 represents PUM; RNCMPT00104 represents RNP4F) are those RBP motifs recorded in cisBP-RNA database (http://cisbp-ran.ccbr.
utoronto.ca/).
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Functional enrichment analysis
Gene Ontology enrichment analysis of m6A methylated genes

that include common and tissue-specific methylated genes was
done by using agriGO bioinformatics database. Singular enrich-
ment analysis (SEA) in agriGO which adopted hypergeometric
test and multi-test adjustment method of Yekutieli (FDR under
dependency) was used to differentiate significantly enriched GO
terms from non-significant ones, and those with FDR � 0.05
were regarded as significantly enriched GO. Another analysis
tool cross comparison of SEA (SEACOMPARE) was further
used to compare the enrichment and their differences were pre-
sented with gradual color changes.

Conserved motif prediction and comparison to known
RNA-binding motifs of RBPs

We extracted 101-nt sequence that surrounds the read-covered
summit located within the peak regions of SMGs. Peaks in
intronic regions were excluded, and the top 1,680 peaks (enrich-
ment values � 16) in leaf were used for further motif prediction.
The conserved RNA binding motifs enriched in the sequences
were predicted with MEME and HOMER using both the random
sequences and non-m6A UTR sequences as background.36,37 The
best motifs predicted in callus and leaf were compared to known
RNA-binding-motif databases38 using TOMTOM.39

Figure processing
For plotting m6A peak distribution, 50UTRs, CDS, and

30UTRs of rice mRNAs were individually binned into regions
spanning 1% of their total length, and peak absolute positions
were converted into corresponding percentage positions. Then,

we separately counted peak numbers located in the above 3 non-
overlapping regions of mRNAs and calculated the percentage of
total m6A peaks. For chromosome distribution (Fig. 1C), we
split chromosome into 500kb non-overlapping windows, and
counted peak number in callus and leaf each window. TE gene
density (TE gene number/total gene number) in each window
were also calculated. Then, we showed peak density and TE gene
density in different colors. For calculating correlations between
peak enrichment values (the ratio of IP sample reads to non-IP
sample reads within the area of peaks, each normalized to the
number of reads within the sample) and RPKM values (reads per
kilo base per million mapped reads), Log2 (enrichment value)
and Log10 (RPKM value) were plotted.
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